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The Jacket
The Star Rover is the story of San Quentin death-row inmate Darrell Standing, who escapes the horror of prison life—and long stretches in a
straitjacket—by withdrawing into vivid dreams of past lives, including incarnations as a French nobleman and an Englishman in medieval
Korea. Based on the life and imprisonment of Jack London’s friend Ed Morrell, this is one of the author’s most complex and original works.
As Lorenzo Carcaterra argues in his Introduction, The Star Rover is “written with energy and force, brilliantly marching between the
netherworlds of brutality and beauty.” This Modern Library Paperback Classic is set from the text of the first American edition, published in
1915.
Darrell Standing, a university professor serving life imprisonment in San Quentin for murder, defies the will of prison officials who try to break
his spirit with "the jacket," a canvas jacket which can be tightly laced so as to tortuously compress the whole body. To survive, Standing
discovers how to enter a trance state in which he walks among the stars and experiences past lives.
A true almost Christmas, almost mystery, almost ghost story for children and certain grown-ups about a Great-Aunt's efforts to replace a lost
button and mend the buttonholes of a little red jacket she wants to send to her Grandniece for Christmas - and the mysterious incidents which
involve, the Great-Aunt believes, the ghostly help of her deceased mother. Despoina Ikaris (Professor Emeritas, CUNY), was born in Greece
and grew up in Pittsburgh, PA. She has been a life-long student of Henry James (1843-1916) who believed in ghosts and wrote of them as a
concerned force in our life. In November 2004, the button problems of the red jacket she wanted to send to Haworth for Christmas, were, to
the world at large, seemingly trivial. They acquire a lasting significance from their eerie resolution by a presence, she is convinced, from
another, invisible dimension. As she recorded this matter of the red jacket, the ghost of Henry James was, no doubt, also looking over her
shoulder, with - she hopes - his fond, however bemused, approval.
An incident at school forces sixth grader Phil Morelli, a white boy, to become aware of racial discrimination and segregation, and to seriously
consider if he himself is prejudiced.
You can’t move. You can hardly breathe. Your mind is the only escape you have. That’s what Daniel Stranding discovers in San Quentin
prison. Strapped into a straitjacket, he learns to enter into a trance and journey back through his past lives. He’s been an advisor to Ponticus
Pilot; a shipwrecked sailor on a desert island; a nobleman in Renaissance France. These memories grant him wisdom and respite from the
horrors of his present. "The Jacket" is a startlingly original delve into the human condition. It was inspired by Ed Morrell, a friend of Jack
London’s who served time for bank robbery. Especially recommended for fans of thought-provoking science fiction. Jack London
(1876–1916) was one of the first American writers to achieve worldwide celebrity. He did so with rugged adventure stories set in forbidding
landscapes. And heroes who survive by embracing their most primal instincts. His breakthrough best seller was "The Call of the Wild".
Inspired by his time in the Klondike Gold Rush, this hard-hitting novel is told from the perspective of a sled dog named Buck. It’s inspired
many adaptations, including a big-budget movie starring Harrison Ford. Among London’s other notable works are "White Fang", also
featuring a canine protagonist, as well as "The Sea-Wolf", "Martin Eden" and "The Iron Heel".
Demonstrates how to create a tailored jacket with a list of tools, advice on selecting fabrics and patterns, and techniques for constructing and
sewing each part of the garment.
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Most women wanted their first child to be a girl but I prayed for a son and I believe it probably had something to do with my love for men. I
have been accused all my life for "lubbing too much man."" I loved men. Brown men, black men and bleachers; tall men, short men, wild men
and Christians. Rich or poor, scammer, drug men, doctors and cane cutters; as long as it name ""man,"" my teeth be grinning from ear to ear.
My child's father, Jerr was the love of my life. I knew I wanted to be with him from the first day I spoke to him, tall, handsome, sitting on his
blue Honda civic in a blue Hollister Shirt and matching Ralph Lauren Polo Pants. I saw him before on several occasions, ruggedly handsome
with big Afro hair, decked out in either a white merino or V neck T-shirt driving his Suzuki Grand Vitara. My friends and I would literally stick
our tongues out, panting like dogs at him, screaming Oohs and Awes at how mesmerizing and swaggarific he looked on those 22 inch
Chrome rims.
A deep dive into the history of the illustrated book jacket, tracing its development across the twentieth century, reflecting some of the most
iconic designs of the era
Book is very happy when he is finally found by the perfect child, and delighted to become one of her favorite things, but the girl also loves her
dog, Egg Cream, whose clumsiness, messiness, and drool threaten to ruin Book. Includes directions for makinga book jacket.
Being an analysis of the British and foreign medical journals and transactions; or, a selection of the latest discoveries and most practical
observations in the practice of medicine, surgery, and the collateral sciences, for the past year, made chiefly with reference to the treatment
of disease.

A story about Jan and her jacket. She thought she lost her new jacket on the playground but found out someone else had
it.
With opulent fashions the ultimate in style, women of the late Victorian era wore a great deal of silks and satins. Daring
combinations of bright colors were in. So were large hats, profusely trimmed. But by the end of the nineteenth century,
ladies' tastes in fashion were changing, along with female lifestyles. Larger numbers of women were not only working
outside the home, they were also playing tennis and golf, and riding bicycles and horses. All these activities called for a
definite change in female fashions. Women came to rely on tailored suits with full skirts and fitted jackets over simple
blouses. Riding habits called for a long, draped skirt worn over a pair of trousers. With the dawn of the twentieth century,
professional tailors turned to the comprehensive 1895 "Keystone" guide to create office outfits, riding pants, shirtwaists,
and other garments. Filled with more than eighty patterns, the handy resource provided tailors with suggestions for fabric
choices as well as instructions for the proper measurement, fitting, cutting, and sewing of such items as a bolero jacket, a
shirtwaist with yoke, a single-breasted vest, and riding breeches. Supplemented with a selection of newly captioned
illustrations from The Delineator magazine, this volume will be a valuable reference for costume designers and fashion
historians, and a fascinating window on the past for nostalgia enthusiasts.
Beatrix Potter was one of the inventors of the contemporary picture book, and her small novels published at the turn of
the twentieth century are still available and popular today. Writing in Code is the first book-length study of Potter's work,
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and it covers the entire oeuvre, examining all facets of her work in relation to her private life. Daphne Kutzer reveals the
depth of the symbolism in Potter’s work and relates this to the issues of the author's own development as an
independent woman and writer, and her struggles with domesticity, Unitarianism, and the socio-political issues in
late-19th and early-20th century England. Weaving the subtle themes inscribed in Potter's own stories with the concerns
and temperament of the author who wrote them, Kutzer exemplifies literary criticism as it can illuminate the breadth of
allusion in children's literature.
This is the extended and annotated edition including an extensive biographical annotation about the author and his life.
Based on Melville's experiences as a common seaman aboard the frigate USS United States from 1843 to 1844 and
stories that other sailors told him, the novel is severely critical of virtually every aspect of American naval life and thus
qualifies as Melville's most politically strident work. (from wikipedia.com)
A young girl names all the clothes that she must wear to play in the snow.
The Jacket Technique is for those who want to let go of their blocks quickly, effectively, and have the desire to experience a life that truly fits
them.
Online version: Technical papers portion of the SAE Digital Library references thousands of SAE Technical Papers covering the latest
advances and research in all areas of mobility engineering including ground vehicle, aerospace, off-highway, and manufacturing technology.
Sample coverage includes fuels and lubricants, emissions, electronics, brakes, restraint systems, noise, engines, materials, lighting, and
more. Your SAE service includes detailed summaries, complete documents in PDF, plus document storage and maintenance
Vols. 39-214 (1874/75-1921/22) have a section 2 containing "Other selected papers"; issued separately, 1923-35, as the institution's Selected
engineering papers.
A beautiful jacket becomes woven into the lives of one ordinary family ... The jacket was no ordinary jacket. It was soft, like dandelion fluff. It
was comforting, like a hug from your favourite teddy. And it had four dazzling buttons down the front ... Amelia wears her favourite jacket
everywhere. She wears it to nursery. And to Aunty Kath's house. And to the shops. Even to bed! But, one day, she can't fit into it any more.
So Mum suggests she give it to her little sister, Lily. And so, that way, the jacket lives on ...
The JacketSimon and Schuster

Learn to sew beautifully embellished pillows at home. This pattern collection features designer techniques, simplified for the home
sewer, and easy-to-follow instructions for making ten fabulous pillows. Whether you're updating your house, creating a housewarming gift to be cherished, or simply working on your sewing techniques, sewing enthusiasts of every skill level will enjoy the
results of these wonderful patterns
Straight Jacket is a revolutionary clarion call for gay men, the wider LGBT community, their friends and family. Part memoir, part
ground-breaking polemic, it looks beneath the shiny facade of contemporary gay culture and asks if gay people are as happy as
they could be--and if not, why not? Meticulously researched, courageous and life-affirming, Straight Jacket offers invaluable
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practical advice on how to overcome a range of difficult issues. It also recognizes that this is a watershed moment, a piercing wakeup-call-to-arms for the gay and wider community to acknowledge the importance of supporting all young people--and helping older
people to transform their experience and finally get the lives they really want.
The Star Rover, in the UK published as The Jacket, is a collection of short stories revolves around the concept of reincarnation. It
tells the story of San Quentin death-row inmate Darrell Standing, who escapes the horror of prison life —and long stretches in a
straitjacket— by withdrawing into vivid dreams of past lives, including incarnations as a French nobleman and an Englishman in
medieval Korea. Based on the life and imprisonment of Jack London’s friend Ed Morrell, this is one of the author’s most complex
and original works. Darrell Standing, a university professor serving life imprisonment in San Quentin for murder, defies the will of
prison officials who try to break his spirit with "the jacket," a canvas jacket which can be tightly laced so as to tortuously compress
the whole body. To survive, Standing discovers how to enter a trance state in which he walks among the stars and experiences
past lives. America’s beloved storyteller Jack London was a pioneer of commercial magazine fiction, winning worldwide celebrity
through famous novels such as ‘The Call of the Wild’ and ‘White Fang’ and inspiring readers across the world with tales of the
Klondike Gold Rush. This comprehensive eBook presents the complete works of Jack London, with numerous illustrations, rare
texts appearing in digital print for the first time, informative introductions, and the usual bonus material. (Version 3) CONTENTS:
The Novels THE CRUISE OF THE DAZZLER A DAUGHTER OF THE SNOWS THE CALL OF THE WILD THE KEMPTON-WACE
LETTERS THE SEA-WOLF THE GAME WHITE FANG BEFORE ADAM THE IRON HEEL MARTIN EDEN BURNING DAYLIGHT
ADVENTURE SMOKE BELLEW THE SCARLET PLAGUE A SON OF THE SUN THE ABYSMAL BRUTE THE VALLEY OF THE
MOON THE MUTINY OF THE ELSINORE THE STAR ROVER THE JACKET THE LITTLE LADY OF THE BIG HOUSE JERRY
OF THE ISLANDS MICHAEL, BROTHER OF JERRY HEARTS OF THREE The Short Stories LIST OF SHORT STORIES The
Plays THEFT THE ACORN-PLANTER A WICKED WOMAN THE BIRTH MARK THE FIRST POET THE RETURN OF ULYSSES:
A MODERN VERSION The Poetry LIST OF POEMS The Memoirs THE ROAD JOHN BARLEYCORN The Non-Fiction THE
PEOPLE OF THE ABYSS WAR OF THE CLASSES HOW I BECAME A SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AND OTHER ESSAYS THE
CRUISE OF THE SNARK WHAT COMMUNITIES LOSE BY THE COMPETITIVE SYSTEM THE HUMAN DRIFT THE STORY OF
AN EYEWITNESS EDITORIAL CRIMES – A PROTEST THE FUTURE OF WAR MEXICO’S ARMY AND OURS A LETTER TO
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO. A LETTER TO WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION PHENOMENA OF LITERARY EVOLUTION
AGAIN THE LITERARY ASPIRANT THE RED GAME OF WAR WITH FUNSTON’S MEN STALKING THE PESTILENCE THE
TROUBLE MAKERS OF MEXICO LAWGIVERS OUR ADVENTURES IN TAMPICO HOUSEKEEPING IN THE KLONDIKE The
Biography BOOK OF JACK LONDON by Charmian London Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
exciting titles
When Greg Eagles discovers his old college jacket in a mysterious warehouse, he is sent back in time to his youth with a chance
for a new beginning. But the past holds horrors that Greg and his new friend, Wanda Jagr, must fight to save their lives and their
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futures. When the two friends meet the malignant professor, Stan Beazel, Fundy University becomes a campus of terror.
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